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Abstract 

White Box testing is the internal Analysis approach to test a 
particular code or the system. While analyzing the code, it is 
required to separate the code blocks respective to the code 
criticality. There are different vectors to categorize these code 
statements or blocks called prioritization approaches. The 
priorities to these modules are assigned based on associated test 
case criticality, interaction between modules, dependency vector 
etc. Based on this prioritization, test cost of a software module is 
estimated. In this paper, some of these prioritization approaches 
are been discussed so that effective path testing can be 
performed.  
Keywords: Path Testing, Prioritization, White Box 
Testing, Path Coverage, Code Criticality. 
 
1. Introduction 
 

Testing of a software or the code module is basically 
required to detect the errors in the software product or 
code as well as to estimate the cost of efforts. The main 
objective of testing is to identify the problems, error, bugs 
associated with the software system. To identify these 
bug, errors, different kind of testing approaches are been 
implemented in different ways. Testing is about to 
analyzing the software or the module behaviour. In case 
of an error there may be change in the format of out, some 
unexpected behavior from system, or some value different 
from the expected is obtained. These errors can due to 
wrong analysis, wrong design, or some fault on 
developer's part [1]. 

All these errors need to be discovered before the system is 
implemented at the customer's site. Because having a 
system that does not perform as desired be of no use. All 
the effort put in to build it goes waste. So testing is done. 
And it is equally important and crucial as any other stage 
of system development. For different types of errors there 

are different types of testing techniques.[2] Fundamental 
process of testing: 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 1: Testing Process 
 

First of all the objective of the testing should be clear. 

We can define testing as a process of executing a 

program with the aim of finding errors. To perform 

testing, test cases are designed. A test case is a 

particular made up artificial situation upon which a 

program is exposed so as to find errors. So a good test 

case is one that finds undiscovered errors. If testing is 
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done properly, it uncovers errors and after fixing 

those errors we have software that is being developed 

according to specifications[3] 

One of the most common aspect for testing the particular 
software module is White box testing. It is basically an 
internal analysis approach in which each the software 
paths are analyzed to discover the bugs within the system. 
To analyze the software quality, effectiveness of each 
statement and the code block will be estimated under the 
error pruning concept. White box testing is used to ensure 
that the code is complete and to the correct standard of the 
software mechanism. Statistics haves proven that by using 
a complete and precise systematic test design, will ensure 
that the majority of bugs within the system will be 
identified.  When looking at white box testing in more 
detail it involves checking and ensuring that every 
program statement is error free.[7] 

White box testing (WBT) of software is designed for 
close examination of procedural detail. Providing test 
cases that exercise specific sets of conditions and/or loops 
tests logical paths through the software. Unfortunately, 
even for few LOC, the number of paths become too many 
and presents certain logistic problems. Due to this, a 
limited number of important logical paths can be selected 
and exercised. Important data structures can be probed for 
validity. WBT is a test case design method that uses the 
control structure of the procedural design to derive test 
cases. The test cases derived from White box testing 
methods will: 

� Guarantee that all independent paths within a 
module have been exercised atleast ones. 

� Exercise all logical decisions on their true and 
false side. 

� Execute all loops at their boundaries and within 
their operational bounds. 

� Exercise internal data structures to ensure their 
validity. 

WBT needs to be adopted under unit level testing 
strategy. It can be adopted to a limited extent under 
integration testing if situation warrants for it. Basic path 
testing and control structure testing are some of the most 
widely used White box testing technique. It is the testing 
method in which the user will test the application 
structure how it is acting. Usually developers will perform 
the White box testing. 

 
2. Literature Review 
 

He et al.[10] proposed a fast path selection  approach 
based on graph partition in this paper. First, a critical path 
graph (CPG) was generated to implicitly enumerate 
almost all candidate critical paths, and then the CPG was 
partitioned into several sub graphs which contain limited 
numbers of paths using two graph partition approaches. 
After that, Monte Carlo simulation was applied on each 
sub graph for path selection. At last, according to the 
partition topology of the CPG and path sets selected from 
each sub graph, a path set for this original CPG was 
generated using Union and Cartesian product operations 
for testing SDDs. Jiang et al.[11] selected the test cases 
that can test part of changes, and then did the reduction 
for these selected test cases. Based on the requirements of 
static path coverage testing, this article proposed an 
algorithm for test suite optimization. According to the 
algorithm, Author can find a change point with the 
minimum set of using cases for regression testing, and 
give application examples. The results show that, the 
algorithms can significantly reduced the size and the cost 
of the test suite for regression testing, and achieved good 
cost effectiveness. He et al.[12] carried out the work in 
which the path selection problem was converted to a 
minimal space intersection problem, and a greedy path 
selection heuristics was proposed, the key point of which 
was to calculate the probability that the paths in a 
specified path set all meet the delay constraint. Statistical 
timing analysis technologies and heuristics were used in 
the calculation. Experimental results show that the 
proposed approach was time-efficient and achieved a 
higher probability of capturing delay failures in 
comparison with conventional path selection approaches. 

Zheng et al.[13] in this article, according to the structure 
of C program, a new method of generating the global 
static function call path and getting the function call graph 
as well was presented through analyzing control flow and 
data flow. Author empirically showed that this algorithm 
had high accuracy and efficiency and can help to improve 
coverage rate of function call path coverage testing and 
software stability. Wang[14] proposed a method of 
dividing the program under test (PUT) into a several 
program segments with small cyclomatic complexity. 
This paper analyzed the relationship between the input 
variables and the fragments, gave the approach of 
processing the split point and illustrated the benefits of 
the method for generating test data both theoretically and 
experimentally. For each fragment, the method decreased 
the complexity of large program while structural testing, 
increased the efficiency of the test data generation.  Lun 
and Chi[15] presented a testing technique of software 
architecture models was described and the three testing 
criteria based on architecture interface connectivity graph 
(ICG) were proposed, and then generated testing coverage 
path of the ICG according to testing criteria and 
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algorithms, Author verifed the testing technology in the 
TRMCS example and realized software architecture 
testing. Finally, the strict proof was given that the 
numbers of path generation between the three testing 
criteria, it provided a theoretical basis for applying the 
criteria. Zhonglin and Lingxia[16] combined the baseline
method with the dependence relationship analysis, can 
avoid selecting infeasible paths from the control flow 
graph. Example had proved that it is effective.

 

3. Path Testing 

It is a testing mechanism proposed by McCabe. Its aim is 
to derive a logical complexity measure of a procedural 
design and use this as a guide for defining a basic set of 
execution paths. Test cases which exercise basic set will 
execute every statement at least once.[1]It is a name given 
to a group of test technique based on the select
of test paths in a program. If set of paths is properly 
chosen then it means that we have achieved a better test 
path.  

This type of testing involves two steps: 

� Generating a set of paths that will cover every 
branch in the program. 

� Finding the set of test cases that will execute 
every path of the program. 

An example of basic path graph is shown in figure 
code which the path graph is been prepared is given as 
under 
 

Table 1: Code Block for Path Testing
 

1: WHILE NOT EOF LOOP 

    Read Record; 

2:    IF field1 equals 0 THEN 

3:             Add field1 to Total 

           Increment Counter 

4:          ELSE 

 IF field2 equals 0 THEN 

5:                Print Total, Counter 

                 Reset Counter 

6:              ELSE 

                 Subtract field2 from Total 

7:              END IF 
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algorithms, Author verifed the testing technology in the 
nd realized software architecture 

testing. Finally, the strict proof was given that the 
numbers of path generation between the three testing 
criteria, it provided a theoretical basis for applying the 

combined the baseline 
method with the dependence relationship analysis, can 
avoid selecting infeasible paths from the control flow 
graph. Example had proved that it is effective. 

It is a testing mechanism proposed by McCabe. Its aim is 
lexity measure of a procedural 

design and use this as a guide for defining a basic set of 
execution paths. Test cases which exercise basic set will 
execute every statement at least once.[1]It is a name given 
to a group of test technique based on the selection of a set 
of test paths in a program. If set of paths is properly 
chosen then it means that we have achieved a better test 

Generating a set of paths that will cover every 

set of test cases that will execute 

An example of basic path graph is shown in figure 2. The 
code which the path graph is been prepared is given as 

Code Block for Path Testing 

8:          END IF 

      Print "End Record"

9:       END LOOP 

Figure 2 : Path Flow for Testing
 
Here some paths are obtained from under path testing are 
given as under 
 

• Independent Paths: 

1. 1, 9  

2. 1, 2, 3, 8, 1, 9 

3. 1, 2, 4, 5, 7, 8, 1, 9 

4. 1, 2, 4, 6, 7, 8, 1, 9 

 

4. Fault Based Prioritization
 

In this paper, we have defined an analysis on test case 
prioritization.  As we know the reliability of a software 
depends on the effectiveness of software tes
design a reliable software system different type of testing 
is performed. Each kind of testing further defined some 
test cases. These test cases are associated with the system, 
modules or the code blocks
prioritization approach is been discussed
consider some major factors respective to the software modules 
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Print "End Record" 

 
Figure 2 : Path Flow for Testing 

Here some paths are obtained from under path testing are 

Independent Paths:  

1, 2, 3, 8, 1, 9  

1, 2, 4, 5, 7, 8, 1, 9  

1, 2, 4, 6, 7, 8, 1, 9  

Fault Based Prioritization 

In this paper, we have defined an analysis on test case 
prioritization.  As we know the reliability of a software 
depends on the effectiveness of software testing. To 
design a reliable software system different type of testing 
is performed. Each kind of testing further defined some 
test cases. These test cases are associated with the system, 
modules or the code blocks. In this paper, a fault based 

n approach is been discussed. . Here we have 
consider some major factors respective to the software modules 
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these parameters are cost, severity probability and risk exposure. 
Their cost estimation was graded on a 1-5 scale where one was 
low cost and five was high cost. Furthermore, cost was 
determined on two different factors: 

• The consequence of a fault as seen by the customer, that is, 
losing market share because of faults 

• The consequences of a fault as seen by the vendor, that is, 
high software maintenance cost because of faults 

 

Here the example of some actions are given along with their 
prioritization. Here the prior step to the prioritization is about to 
identify the different functions and based severity of these 
functions some score is assigned to different modules 

Table 1: Function based Scoring 
 
Module Code Functionality Score 

1001 Button Placement 1 

1002 GUI design 1 

1003 Working of 
Search Button 

3 

1004 Working of Save 
Button 

4 

1005 Working of Delete 5 

1006 Backup 4 

1007 Restore 5 

 
Once the score is assigned to the different modules the next 
work is to analyze these modules respective to fault occurrence. 
After the costs have been set it is time to determine severity of 
defects P(t). This is done by multiplying Number of Defects N, 
with Average severity of Defects S (NxS).  

Table 2 

Modul
e Code 

Functional
ity 

Scor
e 

Numb
er of 
Defect
s (N)  

Severit
y of 
Defect 
(S) 

Prioirt
y 

1001 Button 
Placement 

1 1 2 2 

1002 GUI 
design 

1 2 1 2 

1003 Working 
of Search 
Button 

3 1 1 1 

1004 Working 
of Save 

4 3 3 9 

Button 

1005 Working 
of Delete 

5 4 4 16 

1006 Backup 4 2 3 6 

1007 Restore 5 4 4 16 

 
5. Conclusion 
 
In this paper, a basic path testing approach is been 
discussed as the white box testing approach to analyze 
and estimate the software product. Once the path is 
generated, the next work is about to analyze the software 
system under different prioritization approach. In this 
work, a metric based analysis is been performed to 
prioritize the software modules so that relative action can 
be performed.  
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